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The refined, or strong duality theory of posynomial geometric programming is a 
comprehensive duality theory which does not depend on the Kuhn-Tucker theorem 
or on the superconsistency of the primal. It is also used to classify geometric 
programs into categories that possess certain distinctive attributes. In this paper an 
alternative and mathematically simpler approach to this theory is presented. The 
approach is based upon a reformulation of the dual as a generalized linear 
program, and the derivation of the results is based primarily upon principles in 
linear optimization. 8 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Geometric programming (GP) is a technique used to solve certain 
classes of algebraic nonlinear optimization problems. The theory of 
geometric programming was developed over two decades ago and formally 
presented by D&in, Peterson, and Zener in their seminal work [2]. 
As with most mathematical programming problems, GP too has a 
primal-dual pair associated with it. However, unlike general nonlinear 
programs, GP problems are usually well-behaved convex programs and the 
primal-dual pair has attractive properties such as the absence of any 
duality gap. 
In their original work, Duflin et al. [2] developed two distinct duality 
theories. The weak duality theory is based upon the well-known 
Kuhn-Tucker theorem and assumes that certain constraint qualifications 
are met. For many well-behaved problems this theory is quite adequate. 
The strong (or refined) duality theory on the other hand is far more com- 
prehensive and does not use the Kuhn-Tucker theorem or make the some- 
what restrictive assumptions of weak duality. It deals with the more refined 
concepts of suprema and inlima (as opposed to maxima and minima). It is 
also used to classify GP problems into several distinct subclasses and to 
study the properties of each subclass. 
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The basis for the work described here is a reformulation of the GP dual 
problem as a generalized linear program (GLP). The primary benefit of 
this reformulation lies in the linearity of the resulting primal-dual pair. The 
properties of this pair with respect o the weak duality theory of geometric 
programming have been studied in detail [8], along with the practical 
implications of the same. A column generation algorithm developed to 
exploit the linearity proved to be very robust and successful at solving a 
wide variety of GP problems [7]. The algorithm based upon this refor- 
mulation has also been succesful in avoiding problems traditionally 
associated with dual-based algorithms such as nondifferentiability, the need 
for subsidiary problems, and computational difficulties with slack primal 
constraints [9]. 
In this paper we use the GLP dual to develop and prove the relined 
duality theory of geometric programming. The definitions, the classification 
schema, the theorems, and the properties studied here parallel those in [2]. 
However, the approach taken towards duality is different. Proofs are 
presented for all theorems which depend on the form of the dual employed 
and these proofs are mathematically much simpler as a result of the refor- 
mulation. They are based mainly upon principles in linear optimization 
and, unlike the approach in [2], avoid a number of lemmas from vector 
spaces and complex notions such as subsidiary problems. 
2. BACKGROUND 
The (posynomial) geometric programming primal problem is stated as 
follows: 
(P) Find the inlimum of go(x) 
subject to the constraints 
‘!Tk(X) 6 1, k = 1, 2, . . . . p, 
xi > 0, j= 1, 2, . . . . m, where 
gktX) = Xi, [k] ci nJL 1 xp9 k = 0, 1, . . . . p. (1) 
The coefficients ci of the terms in each of the polynomials (1) are restricted 
to be strictly positive. Index set Z numbers the n terms in the (p + 1) 
posynomials, while index subset [k] numbers the terms in posynomial k: 
z= { 1, 2, . . . . n>= i, Ckl and [k] n [Z] = qd for k # 1. (2) 
k=O 
The n x m matrix of real exponents (A) is assumed to have full rank with 
m < n ; as shown in [2], every nontrivial GP primal can be so formulated. 
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With the traditional approach to duality, the corresponding GP dual 
problem is stated as follows: 
(B) Find the supremum of u(L, 6) = nit, (c~/~~)~I nzZO Af 
subject to the constraints 
A,= 1 (normality), 
Cie, siaij=O? j = 1, 2, . . . . m (orthogonality), 
c rE[k] 6i=Lk k = 0, 1, . . . . p, 
Sit 2, > 0, i = 1, 2, . . . . n and k = 1, 2, . . . . p. 
Unlike the primal, Program B is linearly constrained. 
As an alternative to maximizing u(1,6) it is often more convenient to 
maximize its logarithm since the maximum of u(1,6) and log ~(1, 6) are 
attained at the same point. The latter function is given by 
logu(A, 6)= 1 (6jlogci-6jlog6i)+ 2 /?klogAk. 
itI k=l 
(3) 
We make use of this log-dual objective in the reformulated form of the 
dual. Before stating the latter, the following definitions are in order: 
Akj(d= c avp,, PER”, pi30, vii, (4) 
it [k] 
G,(P) = C pi lOg(Ci/PA PER”, p,30, vi. (5) 
is [k] 
We are now ready to reformulate the geometric programming dual 
problem as a generalized linear program. The remainder of the paper will 
completely dispense with the traditional dual (Program B) and the term 
“dual” will be used to refer to the following program: 
(D) Find the supremum of v(n, p) = i G,(p) & 
subject to the constraints 
Aa= 1 (normality), 
k=O 
j= 1, 2, . . . . m (orthogonality), 
k=O 
1 Pi=l, k = 1, 2, . . . . p, 
it [k] 
Pi, Ak 2 0, i = 1, 2, . . . . n and k=O,l,..., p, 
where Akj(p) and G,(p) are given by (4) and (5), respectively. 
Note that Program D is actually nonlinear in p and ,I; however, it is 
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linear in 1 for fixed p. To emphasize this linearity we may rewrite the 
program as 
Find the supremum of i yklk 
subject to I, = 1, 
k=O 
i akjAk=O, j= 1, 2, . . . . m, 
k=O 
&ao, k = 0, 1, . . . . p, 
with @k, akl, . . . . akdTp i.e., the column of coefficients for &, to be selected 
from the boundary of the convex set Sk defined by 
ic [k] 
We now prove a simple lemma relating feasible vectors from P and D. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf the vector x is feasible in P and the vector (,I, p) is 
feasible in D then exp[V”(A, p)] <go(x). 
ProoJ: The proof of this lemma is based upon a generalization of the 
classical inequality relating the arithmetic and geometric means. This 
generalization may be stated as [Z] 
+sl PilogPip(~l Pi) l”g(:lpi)y (7) 
where z E KY, p E KY, pi> 0, Vi, and it is understood that pi log pi = 0 if 
pi = 0. Suppose now that (A, p) is feasible in D and x is feasible in P. Let 
m 
uj=cj n x,“” (8) 
j= 1 
and 
zj = log Ui for i= 1, 2, . . . . n. (9) 
Then for k = 0, 1 , . . ..p. (7) implies that 
409/167/l-18 
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Noting that C,, Tkl P, = 1 (since p is feasible in D), ( 1) and (8) imply that 
n (&lPi)p’ 6 gk(-x). (10) 
fECk1 
In particular, for k = 0, 1, = 1 implies that 
( n w4~~z)A” d gob), (11) 
16 co1 
and for k= 1, 2, . . . . p, the fact that gk(x) 6 1 and Ak 2 0 implies that 
( 
I;, wPP)^* d c&(-w G 1. (12) 
Multiplying (11) and (12) for all k and using (8) for q, we have 
Consider the second expression of the product in the LHS of (13). 
Rearranging the order of the multiplication we have 
where 
fi ( n fi .qlPi)~L fi $3, 
k=O ic[k] .j=l j=l 
WI= f A, 1 ai/ Pi= i JkAkj(P)* 
k=O ic [k] k=O 
But since the vector (A, p) is feasible in D, the orthogonality conditions 
imply that wj = 0 for all j. Therefore (13) reduces to 
kijo ( n (ci/Pi)p.)‘” d .!TO(xL 
ie [k] 
which may be rewritten as 
i Ak c Pi log(ci/pi) 
k=O is [k] 
(14) 
(15) 
which, by (5), reduces to 
exP i AkGk(P) <go(X). 
1 k=O 1 
(16) 
Thus exp V(A, p) <go(x). This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. 1 
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We conclude this section with some definitions and a lemma that are 
relevant to the contents of this paper. These are independent of the form 
of the dual in use and are exactly as stated in [2]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Primal program P is said to be subconsistent if for 
every 0 in the open interval (0, 1) there is a strictly positive vector x E R” 
that satisfies f9ggk(x) < 1 for k = 1, 2, . . . . p. The subinfimum A%?~ of Program P 
is defined as Ai, = lim, _ i - Mp(0), where Mp(0) is the inlimum of 0g,(x) 
subject to x > 0, Ogjgk(x) < 1, k = 1, 2, . . . . p. 
The subinlimum is taken as infinity if the above limit does not exist. 
Note that Mp(0) cannot decrease as 0 increases and that if P is consistent 
then it is also subconsistent. However, it is possible for P to be subconsis- 
tent and have a subinlimum, even if it is inconsistent. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The primal space 9 is defined as the column space of 
the IZ x m exponent matrix A, while the dual space 9 is defined as the space 
of all solutions to the system of equations given by A’JJ = 0. 
It follows that 9 and 9 are subspaces of R”, and that 9 is the 
orthogonal complement of 9. The following lemma is crucial to the 
development of the relined duality theory of geometric programming. It is 
also required in order to classify geometric programs into their various 
subclasses and may be stated as follows: 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose B and 9 are orthogonal complementary subspaces 
of R” and consider the integer sets 
rq= {i:xj=Oforallx~Oin~}, (17) 
r,={i:thereexistsy>Oin9withyi>0}. (18) 
Then Ts, = T9 = r and there exist vectors x’ in 9’ and y’ in 9 such that 
(1) x,!=Ofor iErandx:<Ofor i$I’, 
(2) y(>Ofor iErandyj=Ofor i#K 
The proof of this lemma may be found in [2]. The set r given by (17) 
or (18) is referred to as irreducible integer set for the pair of programs P 
and D. With this we are in a position to classify geometric programs into 
various subclasses and study each subclass. 
3. CANONICAL GEOMETRIC PROGRAMS 
In this section we look at canonical geometric programs which, essen- 
tially, are well-behaved programs for which sharply defined results are 
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available. A large portion of the work in this paper deals with such 
programs. From a practical perspective, canonical programs are important 
because most well-formulated applications of GP will result in canonical 
programs. We begin by defining canonical geometric programs. 
DEFINITION 3.1. The primal-dual pair P-D is said to be canonical if the 
irreducible integer set r is identical to the index set I. 
In order to illustrate the various theorems and definitions in this section, 
we use the following simple canonical program as an example: 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Find the inlimum of go(x) =x,x2, subject to g,(x) = 
x,2+x;2< 1, x,, x2 > 0. The exponent matrix 
1 1 
A=-2 0. [ 1 0 -2 
The dual of this program is to find the supremum of V”(1, p) = 
bI log(llpl)l & + b2 lw(l/p2) + p3 log(l/~3)l 4, subject o 
(1) &=A 
(2) &(P,)+~,(--LJ,)=0> 
(3) w,)+k(-2P3)=0? 
(4) PI=19 
(5) p2+p3=1~pi~~k~0. 
To illustrate Definition 3.1, note that a vector from its dual space 
satisfies y, - 2y, = 0 and y, - 2y, = 0 with all yi being nonnegative. Then 
the strictly positive vector y = [2 1 11’ shows that r= (1,2, 3) = Z, and so 
the program is canonical. 
The following theorem applies to the dual program D of a canonical 
primal-dual pair. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that the pair of programs P-D is canonical. Then 
there exists a strictly positive vector (I., p) satisfying the constraints of 
Program D. 
Proof: If P-D is canonical then by Definition 5, r= { 1,2, . . . . n}, and by 
Lemma 2.2, there exists a strictly positive vector y in the dual space 9. 
Now construct the vector (2, p) from y as 
Pi=Yi/(,x,Yi) for i E [k], k = 0, 1, . . . . p, (19) 
” = (is] yi)/(i&] yi>- 
(20) 
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The following are true: 
(a) i,=l. 
(b) Forj= 1, 2, . . . . m, 
since y is in the dual space 9, and by Definition 4. 
(c) xieCk, pi= 1 for k=O, 1, . . . . p. 
(d) pi>0 for i= 1, 2, . . . . n and &>O for k=O, 1, . . . . p. 
Comparing (a), (b), (c), and (d) with the constraints of Program D, the 
result follows. 1 
Consider Example 3.1. The construction entailed by Theorem 3.1 yields 
A,= 1, 1, = 1, p1 = 1, p2 =OS, p3 =0.5, and it is easily verified that this 
strictly positive vector (A, p) is feasible in the dual. 
Before proving the main duality theorem for canonical programs, we 
make some further definitions and introduce a lemma that is required for 
this proof. First, recall that Program D was a generalized linear program 
that had infinitely many columns. In the context of linear optimization, its 
dual will therefore possess infinitely many constraints. Such a program is 
sometimes called the primal semi-infinite linear program (SILP). Given a 
program of the form followed by Program D, its dual may be stated as 
follows: 
(S) Find the inlimum of rro 
subject to the constraints 
jEl njAoj(P)- no > Go(p), and 
f ?‘C,Akj(P)>Gk(P) for k=l, 2, --.,P, 
j=l 
for every p E I? with 1 pi = 1, pi > 0 for i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
is [k] 
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Consider Example 3.1 once again; the corresponding Program S is to 
find the inlimum of rro, subject to 
(1) ~I(PI)+~P~)-~~~P, log(llp,), and 
(2) ~~(-2~2)+~2(-2~3)~~210g(ll~2)+~3 Wllp3) for every 
(p1p2p3)2(OOO) such that pI=l,p2+p,=1. 
Intuitively, it should be apparent that Program S is equivalent to the 
original GP primal (Program P). In fact Program S may be viewed as 
being obtained by first making a change of variables in P to obtain a 
convex program and then replacing each constraint be its (infinitely many) 
supporting hyperplanes. The procedure for doing this is well known and 
documented in [2]. The idea of linearizing a geometric program was first 
presented by Duflin [ 11, and the equivalence of the primal GP problem to 
a semi-infinite linear program was noted by Gochet et al. [S]; additional 
insights into the formulation as a semi-infinite program are also presented 
by Rajgopal and Bricker [S]. 
Next, we define two more programs obtained from Programs S and D. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Programs DPOS and SPOS are defined as 
Programs D and S, respectively, with the one difference that pi > 0 (rather 
than pi 3 0) for i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
Note that if the two programs DPOS and SPOS are feasible, then their 
feasible regions are contained entirely within those of D and S, respectively. 
These programs will be used later in the proof of the main theorem in this 
section. For now we make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.3. The convex conic hull (CC) corresponding to 
Program DPOS is defined as 
wkAki(p) forj= 1, 2, . . . . m and z,, = wO, 
k=O 
where wk > 0 for k = 0, 1, . . . . p, p,>Ofor i= 1, 2, . . . . n, C pi= 1 . 
is [k] 
For Example 3.1, the convex conic hull corresponding to DPOS is 
CC = (ZE R3: z1 = w,(p,) + w,(p,), z2 = wo(pI) + w1(p3), zo= wo, where 
WOl w,,w2~Oandp,,p2,p3>0,p,=1,p2+p3=1}. 
Note that CC is the set of all nonnegative linear combinations of the 
columns corresponding to the constraints of DPOS. Finally, we state the 
following lemma from convexity; the proof may be found in Rockafellar 
[ 10, Theorem 13.1, pp. 1121 and is therefore not repeated here. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Zf C is any convex set in R”, then a point x’ lies in the 
interior of the set C if, and only if, c,mc, xix,* < supXE c C,?= rxix]+ for all 
nonzero x* in ET. 
The strong duality theorem in this section on canonical programs is 
proved using the duality theory of semi-infinite linear programs. A similar 
approach was taken in [6] to introduce the notion of asymptotic con- 
sistency in geometric programming and to arrive at a classification scheme 
that was an extension of the original scheme in [2]. In this paper, however, 
the duality theorems and classification schema will be identical to those in 
[2] but proved by using the theory of semi-infinite linear optimization. 
We first use Definition 3.3 and Lemma 3.1 to prove the following 
theorem, which is required to prove the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 3.2. The right hand side vector for the constraints of 
Program DPOS, i.e., the vector (1, 0, . . . . O)=, lies in the interior of the convex 
conic hull CC corresponding to DPOS. 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary nonzero vector x* E KY”+ ‘. From 
Lemma 3.1 it is enough to show that x$ < sup,,oc c,?= r x,+z, + x,*z,, or 
by Definition 3.3, that x$ < s~p,+,,,~Jm=~ x,* CC”,=, W&~(P)] +x,*w,, 
where each pi > 0 and xi, tk, pi = 1. Equivalently, given an arbitrary vector 
tx* 0 > -6, . . . . x$), we need to find a nonnegative vector (w,, wr, . . . . wp) for 
which the right hand side of the above inequality is strictly greater than x$ . 
If x$ < 0, then choosing wk = 0 for all k proves the theorem. 
Suppose that ~$20. Using the definition of Akj(p), namely (4), the 
right hand side of the inequality may be rearranged to yield 
cpk= 1 wk [xie rk, pi cJ?r a,x,F] + wax,*. Then choosing the largest 
positive value for [C. rcCk, piE;= I aVx,*] and setting the value of the 
corresponding wk to the required magnitude proves the theorem. 
The only situation where this would not be possible is one where 
Ci, tk, pi CT= r aVxT is nonpositive for all k. Suppose that this is the 
case. Then since each pi> 0, we must have c,“=, a,x,* 6 0 for each i. 
Furthermore, the fact that the pair P-D is canonical implies that 
rp = r= z= (1, 2, . ..) n}; then from Lemma 2.2 Cy=, aiix,* = 0 for all i. But 
the rank of the exponent matrix is m; therefore each x,? = 0. Then since we 
assumed that x* is a nonzero vector and since x$ > 0, we must have 
x$ > 0. Choosing w. to be sufficiently large then proves the theorem. 1 
We are now ready to prove the strong duality theorem for canonical 
geometric programs. This theorem applies to the vast majority of practical 
problems and, essentially, it summarizes the duality relationships for “well- 
behaved” geometric programs. 
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THEOREM 3.3. For the canonical pair P-D, the jbllowing are true: 
(1) D is always consistent. 
(2) If P is consistent, then D has a finite supremum M, and so 
exp(A4,) is positive and finite. 
(3) If D has a finite supremum M,, then P is consistent. Moreover the 
infimum of P ( = MP) = exp(M,), and M, is attained at some finite point 
satisfying the constraints of P. 
Proof: Clause 1 is easily proved because if P and D are canonical, then 
by Theorem 3.1 there is a (strictly positive) vector (A, p) satisfying the 
constraints of the dual D. 
In order to prove Clause 2, the consistency of P implies that there is a 
vector x’ E [w” with strictly positive elements which satisfies the constraints 
of P. Then co >g,(x’) > 0. By Lemma 2.1 the value of Y(1, p) is less than 
g,(x’) for any (A, p) feasible in D. Hence the constrained supremum of 
Program D is bounded away from +co. Moreover, the supremum is 
obviously bounded away from ---co by the fact that D is feasible. Hence D 
has a finite constrained supremum M,, so that exp(M,) is finite and 
positive, thus proving Clause 2. 
The proof of Clause 3 requires the use of Programs S, SPOS, and DPOS. 
Recall that S was a semi-infinite linear program, dual to the generalized 
linear program D. Program SPOS and its dual DPOS were identical to S 
and D, respectively, with the only difference that all pi values in SPOS and 
DPOS were restricted to be strictly positive. Suppose now that Program D 
has a finite supremum M,. For a canonical pair, both D and DPOS are 
feasible (Theorem 3.1) and since the feasible region for DPOS is contained 
entirely within that of D, the constrained supremum for DPOS (say 
M bPoS) can be no higher than M,, so that -cc < MDpos < M,. Consider 
now the dual of Program DPOS, namely SPOS. The optimality conditions 
and primaldual relationships for a semi-infinite linear program such as 
SPOS have been well documented [4,5] and may be summarized as 
follows: If 
(1) the dual of SPOS is consistent, 
(2) the dual has a finite supremum, and 
(3) the right hand side vector of the dual constraints lies in the inte- 
rior of the convex conic hull of columns corresponding to the constraints, 
then Program SPOS has a finite infimum equal to the supremum of the 
dual and, moreover, this inlimum is attained by a point satisfying the 
constraints of SPOS. 
Applying this result to our problem, we interpret DPOS as the dual of 
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SPOS. As we have just seen, DPOS is consistent and has a finite 
supremum. Furthermore from Theorem 3.2, the right hand side of Program 
DPOS lies in the interior of CC. Therefore it follows that Program SPOS 
has a finite constrained intimum M,,,, which is attained at a point 
n: = (710, 711, ..*, ?I,) satisfying the constraints of SPOS. Furthermore this 
infimum is equal to the supremum of DPOS; i.e., 
M -M SPOS - DPOS . (21) 
Consider now x E R”, which is obtained from the vector n above as 
xi = exp( - rcj), j = 1, 2, . . . . m. (22) 
Since rt is feasible in SPOS we have for k = 1,2, . . . . p, 
m 
1 njA/cj(P) a G/c(P) for all pE[W” with 1 pi=1 and pi>O. (23) 
J=l iE [if] 
Substituting the values for Akj(p) and G,(p) from (4) and (5) respectively 
and simplifying, we have for all p E R” with CiE tk, pi= 1, pi > 0 
is [k] 
Pi [ l”g(cilPi) - f u@nj] Q O. 
J=l 
From (22) this reduces to 
(24) 
Specifically, for the vector p’ E R” with elements given by 
the inequality given by (25) reduces to 
1 log g,(x)% 0, for k=l,2 ,..., p, (27) 
is [k] 
and since zip tk, pi = 1, (27) implies that gk(X) d 1 for k = 1,2, . . . . p. We 
have thus shown that if the dual D has a finite supremum MD then the 
primal program P is consistent. To show that the infimum of P is attained 
at a point, we note that 
f ~j~oj(P)-no~Go(P) for all pE[W” with 1 pi= 1, pi>O. (28) 
j= 1 is CO] 
Substituting for rr from (22) and simplifying in a similar fashion as above, 
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we have g,(x) <exp(rr,). But rrO is the optimal value for Program SPOS 
and is therefore equal to its intimum M,,,,, and (21) then implies that 
710 = MDPOS (the supremum of DPOS). Therefore 
go(x) d exp(Mopos). (29) 
Furthermore since x is feasible in the original GP primal P, 
g,(x) > exp V(A, p) for any feasible (A, p) by Lemma 2.1, and hence 
g,(x) 2 ev(Md. (30) 
From (29) and (30), exp(M,) d exp(M,,,s), or equivalently 
MD G MOP,, (31) 
But we saw that the feasible region for Program DPOS is contained 
entirely within that of Program D, while the objective functions are 
identical in both cases. Hence the constrained supremum of DPOS can 
be no higher than that of D; i.e., M,,,, Q M,. Therefore from (31), 
MO = Mmos * and (29) then implies that go(x) < exp(M,). The latter 
along with (30) implies that g,(x) = exp(M,). Therefore the vector x given 
by (22) is optimal for Program P. 1 
Considering Example 3.1, it is readily seen that Theorem 3.3 holds with 
M, =exp(M,) = 2, with the inlimum being attained at the point 
x1=x2- -J?. 
This completes the proof of the duality theorem for canonical geometric 
programs. Theorem 3.3 essentially states that the dual for such programs is 
always consistent, and the primal is consistent if, and only if, the dual has 
a finite supremum. Moreover, in such cases, the primal has a minimizing 
vector and there is no duality gap. 
It may be noted that the proof of the same theorem in [2] using the 
traditional dual (Program B of Section 2) was considerably more complex 
and involved concepts such as subsidiary maximum problems. In our case, 
the basis for the proof is the well-known optimality condition for semi- 
infinite linear programs. It may also be noted that Programs DPOS and 
SPOS are somewhat artificial in nature and were introduced only because 
the right hand side vector for D (unlike DPOS) need not necessarily lie in 
the interior of the convex conic hull generated by its constraints, and this 
requirement was of course critical in proving the last clause of Theorem 3.3. 
4. DEGENERATE PROGRAMS 
We now proceed to degenerate geometric programs. These are mostly of 
theoretical interest, and in practice they would normally arise as the result 
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of poor formulation. As we will see, these programs can in many instances 
be reduced to canonical programs by simple reformulations. We start with 
two definitions. 
DEFINITIONS 4.1. The primaldual pair of geometric programs P-D is 
said to be degenerate if the irreducible integer set Z is not identical to the 
index set I. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Find the infimum of x;*x2 such that 
x,+x,xy< 1, x,,x,>o. 
The exponent matrix A for the above example is given by 
-2 1 
A= 10. 
[ I 1 0.5 
A vector y from its dual space 9 must satisfy (1) - 2y, + y, + y, = 0, and 
(2) y, - 0.5~~ =0, with y,, y2, y, 2 0. This implies that any vector y from 
9 must have y, = 0. The vector y = [ 10 23’ then shows that the irreducible 
integer set Z= (1, 3), which is not identical to I. Hence the problem is 
degenerate. 
The dual of this program is to find the supremum of V(L, p) = 
bI log(llp~)l& + CPZ log(lld + p3 lodllp3)l 4, subject o 
(1) &=L 
(2) ~0(-2P,)+~,(P*+P~)=o, 
(3) W,)+~,(-Wd=O, 
t4) pl=l, pZ+&=l, P~,‘+c>~. 
DEFINITION 4.2. The pair P-D is said to be totally degenerate if 
the irreducible integer set and the index subset [0] have no elements in 
common, i.e., Zn [0] = 4. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Find the inlimum of x, + x,x2 such that 
0.1(x,x2x3) + x;‘x;‘x;i < 1, Xl,X2,X3>0. 
The exponent matrix A for the above example is given by 
A= 
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A vector y from its dual space 9 must satisfy (1) y, + y2 + yx - ~1~ = 0, (2) 
y,+y,-y,=O, and (3) y,-y,=O, with yI,y,,y,,y,30. This implies 
that any vector y from 9 must have y, =yZ = 0. The vector y = [0 0 1 11’ 
then shows that the irreducible integer set r= (3,4) which is not identical 
to Z, and since Tn [0] = 4, the problem is totally degenerate. 
The dual of this program is to find the supremum of V(1,, p) = 
[PI h(llp,)+p, Wllpdl &+ CP~ log(O.llp,)+ (~4 lm(llp,)l A,> such 
that 
(1) &=l, 
(2) ~o(P,+P2)+~1tP3-P4)=0, 
(3) &b2)+~,(P3-P4)=0~ 
(4) h(P3-P4)=0, 
(5) P1+Pz=L p3+p4=1, Pi,&>@ 
We start by looking at totally degenerate programs, for which the 
properties are quite straightforward and may be summarized as follows. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that the pair P-D is totally degenerate. Then 
(1) P consistent * inf( P) = MP = 0, 
(2) P subconsistent * subinf( P) = Jr, = 0, 
(3) D is inconsistent. 
ProoJ The proofs of the first two clauses are contained in [2]. These 
proofs do no depend upon the form of the dual in use and are therefore not 
repeated here. 
To prove the last clause, suppose that D is consistent and let (A, p) be 
a feasible vector. Then pia 0 for all i and A, > 0 for all k. Additionally 
Cic c0, pi = 1 and & = 1. Define the vector y E R” by 
Yi= PILkr ie [k], k=O, 1, . . . . p. (32) 
The feasiblity of (A, p) implies that Cpk = 0 &A,(p) = 0, Vj, which, upon 
substituting from (4) and rearranging, yields Cis rk, (p,A,) aq = 0, Vj. Using 
(32), this implies that 
;g, yiao=O, for j= 1,2, . . . . m. (33) 
Now, since P-D is totally degenerate, by Definition 4.1, Tn [0] = 4. 
Consider the dual space 9 as defined in Definition 2.4. Since r= rB 
(by Lemma 2.2), we have 
r,nro]=~. (34) 
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Then (18) in Lemma 2.2 and (34) above imply that for each nonnegative 
vectory in the dual space 9, y,=O for in CO]. From (32), (33), and 
Definition 2.4, y is a nonnegative vector from the dual space 9. Therefore 
yi = 0 for in [0], or from (32), piA,, = 0 for all i E [O]. Since I, = 1 and all 
the pi are nonnegative, this implies that pi = 0 for i E [0], which obviously 
contradicts Cic r,,, pi = 1. Therefore Program D cannot have a feasible 
vector, and this concludes the proof for Theorem 4.1. 1 
Consider Example 4.2. The primal is consistent (e.g. x = [ 1 1 5]=) but 
has an inlimum of 0, since xi and x2 can be made arbitrarily small, with 
the value of x3 adjusted to satisfy the constraint. Looking at the dual of 
this totally degenerate program, Constraints (1 ), (2), and (5) imply that 
I,(p, - p4) = - 1, which contradicts Constraint (4). Thus D is inconsistent. 
We now look at programs that are not completely degenerate, i.e., where 
Tn [0] # 4. In order to get something useful from such programs we need 
to define the reduced forms of degenerate programs P and D. 
DEFINITION 4.3. The reduced primal program P* is obtained from P by 
dropping all terms whose indices do not belong to the irreducible integer 
set I, and the reduced dual D* is the dual program that corresponds to P*. 
Looking at Example 4.1, the reduced programs are obtained as 
Find the intimum of xr2x2 
such that x x0,5 < 1 1 2 1 9 Xl) x* > 0. 
The dual of this reduced program is to find the supremum of 
r(A P) = Cpl log(llpI)l lo + b2 log(llt414~ subject o 
(1) Lo=4 
(2) ~,(-2P,)+4(P*)=o~ 
(3) Jo(P~)+&(-O.%)=O, 
(4) P1=1,P*=1?Pi,Ak20~ 
Note that there will be at least one term from the original objective 
posynomial but it is possible for a constraint to completely vanish (if 
Tn [k] = 4). Let the total number of terms and the total number of 
constraints in P* be equal to n, and p,, respectively. We thus have a new 
index set 
I, = { 1, 2, . ..) 4>= (j Ckl and [k] n [1] = qb for k # 1. (35) 
k=O 
Let A, be the new exponent matrix obtained from A by dropping all rows 
of A whose indices do not belong to the irreducible integer set K A, thus 
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has m columns and n, rows. For Example 4.1, n, = 2, and the exponent 
matrix A, = [ -: A,,]. 
The following theorem demonstrates the significance of these reduced 
programs. 
THEOREM 4.2. If the pair P-D is not totally degenerate, then the pair of 
reduced programs P *-D * is canonical. 
Proof: From Lemma 2.2 there exists a vector y E 9 such that y, > 0 for 
i E r and yi = 0 for i 4 r. Suppose that all the zero elements of this vector 
y are deleted to get a new vector y* (with n, elements), and consider the 
exponent matrix A, for Program P *. Then it is obvious that this new 
vector y* belongs to the dual space (say gI) for the reduced program. 
The existence of a strictly positive vector in dual space 9, then indicates 
by Lemma 2.2 that the irreducible integer set for P*-D* is I, and so by 
Definition 3.1 the pair of reduced programs is canonical. 1 
Considering Example 4.1, the vector y = [ 1 21T from the dual space 9 
shows that r= (1,2) = I,, and hence the pair of reduced programs is 
canonical by definition. 
We now state and prove the main duality theorem for programs that are 
not completely degenerate. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose P and D are not totally degenerate. Then 
(1) If P is consistent, then P* is consistent, and M,. = inf P* = 
infP=M,. 
(2) P* is consistent tf, and only tf, P is subconsistent and has a finite 
subinfimum A&‘~. Furthermore A$ = M,. . 
(3) D and D* are both consistent. Furthermore, D has a finite 
supremum M, tf, and only tf, D* has a finite supremum M,.. Moreover 
M,=M,,. 
Proof: Once again, the proofs for the first two clauses do not depend 
upon the form of the dual in use and are therefore not repeated here; the 
interested reader is referred to [2]. Consider Clause 3. By Lemma 2.2 there 
exists a vector y E R” with yi 2 0 such that 
i$, aijYi=O, y,>O for iET, yi=O for i$K (36) 
Let us define 
L,={k>O:y,>Oforsomei~[k]}, 
L,= {k>O: y,=Oforall iE [k]}. 
(37) 
(38) 
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Note that L, is the index set of all constraints which have no terms with 
indices in the irreducible integer set. In other words, [k] n r= 4 for all 
k E L, and the constraints indexed by k E L, vanish when the reduced 
primal P* is defined. Also note that since P-D are not totally degenerate, 
at least one yi> 0 for iE [O]. Now consider the vector (A, p) that is 
constructed as 
(39) 
Pi=Yi 
i( > 
c Y1 3 ifier, 
1~ Ckl 
Pi = l/q,> where qk is the cardinality of [k], if i q! ZT 
(40) 
(41) 
It should be clear that the vector (A, p) is well defined. Furthermore 
(a) &=l. 
(b) For j= 1, 2, . . . . m, 
i AkAkj(L’)= i Lk c agpi 
k=O k=O ic [k] 
(summations over L, may be dropped since Lk =0 for ke L2) since 
y,=y,a,=O for i$r and by (36). 
(c) Ciclk, pi= 1 for k=O, 1, . . . . p. 
(d) pi and Izk are nonnegative for all i and k. 
Compafing (a), (b), (~1, and (d) with the constraints of Program D, we 
conclude that (A, p) is feasible in D. 
To show that D* is also consistent, consider the vector y’ obtained from 
y by deleting all the zero elements (y’ has n, elements). Then we may 
rewrite (36) as Cicr a0 yi = 0. If we now consider the reduced program P* 
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with n, terms and pi constraints and number the terms consecutively, then 
we have 
it, a,y: = 0. (42) 
Now consider the vector (A’, p’) given by 
(43) 
By following a procedure identical to that followed for D, it is easily 
proved that D* is also consistent. 
We now prove the last part of Clause 3, namely that D and D* are 
numerically identical. Consider an arbitrary (A, p) feasible in D. If we now 
consider the nonnegative vector YE R” with yi= &p,, iE k, then the 
orthogonality constraints of D indicate that Cy=, yiag = 0 for allj. Then by 
the definition of the set r, since y is a nonnegative vector we have 
y,=p,&=o for all i# r. (45) 
Now consider the vector (A’, p’) which is obtained from (A, p) by drop- 
ping all the II, for k E L, and pi for i .$ lY Thus we have 1 +pl elements for 
A and n, elements for p. From the orthogonality conditions for D, for 
j = 1, 2, . ..) m we have 
i ak 1 piag=o 
k=O is [k] 
= 0, where iE [k], 
= 0, where iE [k], by (45), 
= 0, where i E [k], by definition of A; and p!, 
* f A; 1 p(aii=O. 
k=O ie [k] 
Thus we have that the reduced vector (A’, p’) obtained from (A., p) is 
feasible in D*. Furthermore, for the objective function of D* we have 
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r(nY P) = i lkPi 1og(cilPi)7 
i=l 
where in [k], 
ie Ckl, by (45), 
i E [k], by definition of A; and pi, 
= f n; c p; log(c,/p;). 
k=O ie [k] 
But the last expression is the objective function for D* evaluated at the 
point (A’, p'). In other words the vector (A, p) in D and the reduced vector 
(A’, p') in D* give rise to the same values for the constraints and the 
objective in their respective programs. Since the feasible vector (A, p) was 
arbitrary, we conclude that D* is numerically identical to D. Therefore one 
has a finite supremum if, and only if, the other has a finite supremum. 
Furthermore from the last expression above, it is clear that the values of 
these two suprema are identical. 1 
Once again, consider Example 4.1; obviously P and P* are both feasible 
(e.g., x1 =x2 =0.25). Moreover M, = Mp* = 1. Similarly D and D* are 
both consistent with M, = Mb. = 1. On the other hand, consider the 
following example. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Find the infimum of xi + x1 x2 such that 
-1 
x,x,+x, x2 -‘< 1, x,,x,>o. 
This primal problem is infeasible, and it is easily verified that it has the 
irreducible integer set r= (2, 3,4). Thus it is degenerate, but not totally 
degenerate. However, the dual of this program is consistent. To see 
this, note that the dual is to find the supremum of [p, log( l/p,) + 
~~logWp~W~+ Cp3 hWpd+ ~~h3Wp~)lL subject o 
which is consistent (e.g., A, = 1, 2, = 2, p1 = 0, pz = 1, p3 = 0.25, p4 = 0.75). 
It is easily verified that D* is also consistent and that M, = Mb. = 1.4599. 
This concludes this section on degenerate programs. In summary, as long 
as a program is not completely degenerate, we can drop terms whose 
409/167/l-19 
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indices do not lie in f and the resulting (canonical) reduced programs are 
equivalent to the original programs. The sharper results of Section 3 
are thus applicable to these programs as long as the reduced primal is 
consistent. 
5. THE STRONG AND WEAK DUALITY THEOREMS 
In this section we tie together the results developed separately for 
canonical and degenerate programs to obtain the so-called strong and 
weak duality theorems for geometric programming. The first of these may 
be stated as follows: 
STRONG DUALITY THEOREM. Primal program P is subconsistent and has 
a finite positive subinfimum ~6’~ if, and only if, the dual program D is consis- 
tent and has a finite supremum M,. Moreover A& = exp(M,). 
Proof: Suppose P is subconsistent and has a finite positive subinlimum 
Ar, (recall that consistency will, of course, also imply subconsistency). 
Then the pair P-D cannot be totally degenerate (by Theorem 4.1, Clause 2, 
a totally degenerate but subconsistent primal must have a subimlimum of 
zero). Therefore the reduced form P* is consistent and JL’~ = Mr. (by 
Theorem 4.3, Clause 2). 
Furthermore, by Theorem 4.2 the reduced pair of programs P*-D* is 
canonical since the pair P-D is not totally degenerate. As we saw in 
Theorem 3.3 for canonical programs, the dual is always consistent, and the 
primal is consistent, if and only if, the dual has a finite positive supremum, 
in which case there is no duality gap. Thus since P* was shown to be 
consistent, its dual D* has a finite supremum M,. and moreover 
Mpr = exp M,.. It then follows from Theorem 4.3, Clause 3, that 
Program D is consistent and has a finite supremum MD = Mb,. Further- 
more A,, = Mp* = exp M,, = exp M,, thus proving the first part of the 
theorem. 
To prove the second part, suppose that D is consistent and has a finite 
supremum MD. Then once again, the pair P-D cannot be totally 
degenerate (by Theorem 4.1, Clause 3, totally degenerate programs result 
in an inconsistent dual). Therefore by Clause 3 of Theorem 4.3, it follows 
that the reduced form D* is consistent and M, = M,. 
Furthermore, by Theorem 4.2 the reduced pair of programs P*-D* is 
canonical since the pair P-D is not totally degenerate. Once again by 
Theorem 3.3 for canonical programs, it follows that P* is consistent and 
M,. = expM,.. But if the reduced program P* is consistent then 
Theorem 4.3, Clause 2, states that P is subconsistent with a finite positive 
subinlimum JY,, = M,. . Furthermore &$ = M,, = exp M,,. = exp M,,. 
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This proves the second part and concludes the proof of the strong duality 
theorem. 1 
As seen above, this theorem is very general and is stated without any 
reference to the nature (canonical or degenerate) of the primal-dual pair. 
For the strong existence result that it provides, it requires only that the 
primal be subconsistent with a finite positive subinfimum, or that the dual 
be consistent and bounded. 
The second theorem of this section is the weak duality theorem, and this 
relates the subconsistency and the subinlimum used in the strong duality 
theorem to the consistency and inlimum of the primal. It may be stated as 
follows: 
WEAK DUALITY THEOREM. If primal program P is consistent, then it is 
also subconsistent and its infimum M, is equal to its subinfimum A$. 
Proof. Suppose P is consistent. We have already seen by Definition 2.1 
that P is also obviously subconsistent. Program P is either totally 
degenerate or not totally degenerate. If it is totally degenerate then by 
Theorem 4.1, Clauses 1 and 2, M, = &i, = 0. 
If P is not totally degenerate, then by Theorem 4.3, Clause 1, the reduced 
program P* is consistent and its intimum M,, is equal to M,. Therefore 
by Clause 2 of the same theorem P is subconsistent with a finite positive 
subinfimum J& equal to M,.. But as we just saw M,. = M, and there- 
fore M, = J%&.. This concludes the weak duality theorem of geometric 
programming. 1 
6. SUMMARY 
In this paper we have reformulated the traditional geometric program- 
ming dual as a generalized linear program. By using concepts in semi- 
infinite linear optimization, we have then used this formulation to provide 
an alternative and simpler approach to the refined duality theory developed 
by Duffin, Peterson, and Zener in their original work [2]. 
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